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Abstract

3We advance an approach for the study of multistate dynamics of low Rydberg excitations in XeAr /Xe*( P )Ar /N 1 N
1Xe Ar clusters on the time scale of nuclear motion, as explored by pump-probe neutral-to excited-to positive ionN

(NEEXPO) femtosecond spectroscopy. The dynamics of the Xe*Ar (N554) cluster induced by charge expansion inferredN

from the calculation of NEEXPO signals at different probe energies, manifests the lifetime t .100 fs for the initial1

formation of the ‘bubble’, an intracluster vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) lifetime t .5.0 ps and an IVR completionI / e

time t .8–10 ps, which corresponds to the bubble equilibration.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.c

1. Introduction dissipative IVR dynamics with increasing the
cluster size [4–6].

Ultrafast cluster nuclear dynamics occurring on 5. Vibrational coherence effects in nuclear dynam-
the time scale of nuclear motion manifests dynamic ics, their induction mechanisms and information
cluster size effects: content [5–7].
1. Exhibition of a continuous variation of the num- 6. Cluster temperature effects on nuclear dynamics

ber of degrees of freedom and the density of of JVR [points (3) and (4)] and vibrational
states with increasing the cluster size [1,2]. coherence [point (5)]) [5,6].

2. Allowance for the separation of time scales
between high-frequency (intramolecular) and low- Novel features of ultrafast cluster nuclear dy-
frequency (intermolecular) nuclear dynamics, namics can be triggered by charge separation, locali-
concurrently with the manifestation of the cluster zation and expansion. Typical examples involve: (a)

- 1size dependence of the two times scales [3,4]. multistate nuclear dynamics in the Ag /Ag /Ag3 3 3

3. Establishment of the nature and of the time scales negative ion to neutral to positive ion (NENEPO)
for distinct individual processes of nuclear dy- spectroscopy of small clusters [5,6,8,9], (b) structural
namics, i.e., configurational relaxation, onset of relaxation in extravalence electronic Rydberg excita-

3intracluster vibrational energy redistribution tions of Xe*Ar clusters [with Xe*;Xe( P )], whichN 1

(IVR) and possible vibrational equilibration oc- result in ‘bubble’ formations around the excited state
curring in clusters of variable size [4–6]. for the Xe interior sites in medium-sized and large

4. Exploration of the ‘transition’ from resonant to clusters, i.e., N|54–200 in theory [7,10] and N5
5100–1.5310 in experiment [11,12], and (c) relaxa-

tion of an excess electron via the formation of a large
˚*Corresponding author. ‘bubble’ (bubble radius ¯14–17 A) in huge clusters
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4 3 5( He) or ( He) with N>10 [13,14]. The two ionic cluster) experiments will provide informationN N

types of ‘bubbles’ involving configurational relaxa- on the time scale for the ‘bubble’ formation, IVR
tion around a charge expanded center of an impurity and its completion, as well as on vibrational coher-
Rydberg excitation in a rare-gas cluster (type b) or of ence effects induced by charge expansion in rare-gas
an excess electron in a large He cluster (type c), heteroclusters.
originate from strong short-range Rydberg-medium
or electron-medium repulsive interactions, which
give rise to a large configurational dilation. 2. Methodology

Dynamics and the time scale of nuclear motion
triggered by vertical electronic- vibrational ionization 2.1. Simulations of pump-probe signals
or excitation can be interrogated by pump-probe
spectroscopy. This is the case for the transition state Our pump-probe simulations of NEEXPO signals
spectroscopy and nuclear dynamics of small clusters involve the potential energy hypersurfaces of the

1induced by photodetachment and explored by ground electronic state ( S ) of the neutral XeAr0 N
3NENEPO spectroscopy, which was advanced and cluster, its electronically excited P hypersurface1
1investigated both experimentally [8,9] and theoret- and the hypersurfaces of the XeAr cation. Due toN

ically [5,6]. It will be of considerable interest to spin-orbit and crystal field splitting, three low lying
adopt similar methods to explore nuclear dynamics doubly degenerate cationic states are involved. In

1on the time scale of nuclear motion induced by what follows, we shall label the S energy surface0
3Rydberg excitation, i.e., charge expansion in as 0, the P , as 1, and the three cationic surfaces by1

1medium-sized and large Xe*Ar clusters. Molecular 2, 3 and 4. We shall simulate the total Xe–Ar ionN N
dynamics (MD) studies [7] of structural relaxation current, as it is common in pump-probe experiments
dynamics of Xe*Ar clusters specified the configura- not to discriminate the cation yield according to theN

tional and temporal parameters for the ‘bubble’ kinetic energy of the photodetached electrons
formation, i.e., large configurational dilation around [5,6,8,9].
Xe* for Xe interior sites. The bubble formation for We have utilized the Wigner representation of the
the central Xe site is characterized by a multimodal density matrix introduced by Li et al. [15] to
time evolution, accompanied by vibrational coher- simulate the pump-probe signal. In this classical
ence effects, with a short (Gaussian) component method, which rests on trajectory calculations, the
(t .150 fs) followed by a larger exponential decay signal intensity S as a function of the pump-probe0

component (t .2 ps), with the bubble reaching its delay time t is given by [5,6,15,16]1 / e d
equilibrium after ¯10 ps with an asymptotic spatial

2`˚ (t 2 t )expansion of 0.7–0.8 A. These MD results [7] have 1 d
]]]S[t ] |Edq dp E dt exp 2d 0 0 1 2 2H Jto make contact with experimental reality. Goldberg 0 s 1 spu pr

and Jortner [7] attempted to make contact between
24 ` s prthe MD simulation results and fs time-resolved

]H3O E dE exp 2 [E2 2 premission spectroscopy from the Xe*Ar clusters, 0 "j52N

where experimental study constitutes a difficult
2challenge. We propose an alternative approach to the 2V (q (t ; q )) 2 E ] Jj1 1 1 0 2

nuclear dynamics of Xe*Ar clusters, which rests onN
2

sthe utilization of pump-probe spectroscopy of the pu 2]H J3 exp 2 [E 2V (q )] P (q , p )2 pu 10 0 00 0 0three electronic states system, i.e., the neutral ground "
state Xe–Ar , the excited state Xe*Ar and the ionicN N (1)1state Xe Ar , with the structural relaxation dynam-N

ics in the Xe*Ar state initially prepared by the P (q , p ) represents the nuclear phase space densityN 00 0 0

vertical excitation being interrogated by a delayed of the thermally equilibrated system on hypersurface
ionization pulse, using the methods of photoelectron 0. P is obtained by sampling coordinates q and00 o

spectroscopy. These NEEXPO (neutral-to excited-to momenta p along a classical trajectory. The sampled0
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phase space points serve then as the initial conditions surfaces the diatomics in molecules (DIM) method,
1for the classical propagation on hypersurface 1, outlined below, was utilized. For the S state,0

being weighted by the pump transition probability Lennard–Jones 6–12 pair potentials were used for
(‘spectral filtering’), which is given by the third the Xe–Ar and for the Ar–Ar interactions. The

˚exponential term in Eq. (1). E and s are the parameters are: s 53.65 A, e 50.0153 eV,pu pu Xe–Ar Xe–Ar
˚excitation energy and the pulse duration of the s 53.405 A, and e 50.0103 eV [17–19].Ar–Ar Ar–Ar

3 1Gaussian pump laser pulse, respectively, and V (q ) For the Xe* ( P )2Ar ( S ) interactions, the follow-10 0 1 0

is the vertical energy gap of the two hypersurfaces ing exp-6 potential was employed
for the given phase space point. After the propaga-

21tion of the phase space points on energy surface 1 up V (R) 5 e(1 2 6/a)Xe*–Ar

to time t , the probe transition probability is calcu- 61 3 (6 /a) exp [a(1 2 R /R )] 2 (R /R)h je elated for the nuclear configuration q (t ). This is1 1

expressed by the second exponential of Eq. (1) with (2)
V (2 # j # 4) being the instantaneous verticalj1 ˚with the parameters e 50.008 eV, R 5 4.65 A, andenergy gaps, E the probe one-photon excitation epr

a 515 [20–22].energy, and s the Gaussian pulse duration. Thepr
A simple pairwise potential cannot give all thephoto-detached electron can carry away any excess

low-lying cationic states simultaneously involved inenergy above the ionization threshold in terms of
the probe step. Therefore, we have utilized thekinetic energy. This is taken into account by inte-
semiempirical DIM method [23–27]. In severalgrating the spectral intensity over all possible excess
papers the DIM method has been applied to homonu-energies E , where we have assumed a constant2 1clear rare gas cluster cations Rg [28–31], to thedensity of continuum states for the electron. The N

1NeHe heteronuclear rare gas cluster [32], and toprobe signal intensity is summed over all the three 2

valence isoelectronic mixed halogen–rare gas clus-ionizations j 5 2–4. The propagation times t on1
ters [33,34]. In this paper we shall mainly follow thesurface 1 are smeared out because of the finite
approach of Kuntz et al. [28] and extend the formal-duration of the pump and probe laser pulse. Accord-
ism by the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. Theingly, one has to integrate over all possible propaga-
electronic part of the Hamiltonian operator of thetion times t ; the times t are weighted by the1 1
n-atomic system ispump-probe correlation function, which is the first

exponential in Eq. (1). The outer double integral
n n n

over q and p originates from the averaging over all ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ0 0 H 5O O (H ) 2 (n 2 2)O (H ) 1 V (3)AB A SOsampled phase space points (q , p ) on energy A51B5A11 A510 0

surface 0. The pump energy of ¯8.9 eV can be
The first two terms of Eq. (3) represent the usualachieved either by a one-photon or by a multiphoton
partition of the Hamiltonian into diatomic and atomic(three-photon) process. In Eq. (1) we have assumed
fragments AB and A, respectively, and the third termimplicitely a non-resonant character of the pump
expresses the spin-orbit coupling. The ansatz for thestep. However, in our simulations reported in this
total wavefunction uC l is a linear combination ofipaper we have not yet incorporated the spectral
Slater determinants uF l of M 5 61/2m Sfiltering; s has been set to zero, so that the entirepu

line shape for the 0→1 transition is excited. The
uC l 5O (c uF l). (4)i mi mprobe step was simulated for s 5100 fs.pr m

2.2. Potential energy hypersurfaces The Slater determinants uF l are built up fromm

atomic spin orbitals consisting of the Cartesian p ,x

The potential energy hypersurfaces for the ground p , p orbitals of a and b spin. This implies that for ay z
1state S of XeAr and of the extravalence excitation given Slater determinant the corresponding atomic0 N
3 1 2Xe*( P )Ar were constructed from the superposi- fragments are either in an S or in an P electronic1 N

1tion of pairwise potentials. For the XeAr potential state. Consequently, the dimension of each SlaterN
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1determinant of a XeAr cation is 6N15. The P 0 0 P 0 0N AA AB

dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix is 6N16, as 0 P 0 0 P 0AA AB 
the hole can be located in any of the 6N16 spin 0 0 S 0 0 SAA ABorbitals. H 5AB P 0 0 P 0 0  AB BBThe basic approximation of the DIM method,

0 P 0 0 P 0AB BBwhich is crucial for reducing the calculation of
0 0 S 0 0 S matrix elements to known diatomic and atomic AB BB

energies, is that the wave function, Eq. (4), is (9)
assumed to be an eigenfunction of the atomic and

where the AB interatomic axis defines the z axisdiatomic fragments. The approximative nature of this
(local coordinate system). The matrix elements S ,assumption is a consequence of the finiteness of the AA

S , S of the S states and P , P , P of theDIM basis, in particular the lack of higher excited AB BB AA AB BB

P states are obtained from inverting the followingelectronic configurations. For the DIM basis (4) the
232 eigenvalue problemeigenvalue equations read:

c c H H c c E 011 21 AA AB 11 12 1A B A Bˆ 5H (c uF l 1 c uF l) 5 E (c uF l 1 c uF l) S DS DS D S DAB 1j m 2j n j 1j m 2j n c c H H c c 0 E12 22 AB BB 21 22 2

(5) (10)

Therein, H , H and H represent either S ,C C AA AB AB AAĤ uF l 5 E uF l (6)AB m AB m S , S or P , P , P . Eq. (10) follows fromAB BB AA AB BB

the eigenvalue Eq. (5), neglecting diatomic overlap.
A A 2 2Ĥ uF l 5 E uF l (7)1 E and E are the eigenvalues of the 1 S and 2 S orA m A m 1 2

2 21 P and 2 P states, respectively, which are taken
C C from ab initio CI calculations. The eigenvectorĤ uF l 5 E uF l (8)A m A m

coefficients are derived from the corresponding
A B C Mulliken charges of the CI vectors, taking oppositeuF l, uF l, and uF l are the Slater determinants,m m m signs of the coefficients for the linear combinationwhich correspond to a hole in orbital m on atom A, A B9c uF l 1 c uF l of the lowest S state (because11 m 21 nB, and C, respectively. Eq. (5) represents the case in

of the relative orientation of the p orbitals) andswhich the hole is located at the same diatomic
equal signs for the lowest P state. When setting upˆfragment AB as the diatomic Hamiltonian H . InAB the Hamiltonian matrix of the entire system, thethis case the eigenfunction is taken to be a linear
diatomic matrix H , Eq. (9), has to be transformedABcombination of two Slater determinants, in which the
from the local (diatomic) to the global coordinatehole is located at atoms A and B, respectively. Eq.
system [28]. For the other matrix elements one(6) applies when the hole is at any atom C not being
obtainspart of the diatomic fragment AB. The eigenvalue

C CE is the energy of the neutral AB fragment. The ˆAB kF uH uF l 5 E , ( C,D ± A,B ) (11)h j h jm AB m AB
eigenvalues of the atomic eigenvalue Eqs. (7) and

C A C D(8) are the ionization energy E or the energy E of ˆ ˆA1 A kF uH uF l 5 kF uH uF lm AB n m AB l
the neutral atom, respectively, depending whether the

5 0( C,D ± A,B ) (12)h j h jhole is located on atom A or on any other atom C.
A A A B B BLet F , F , F , F , F , F be the Slaterh jx y z x y z A A 1ˆkF uH uF l 5 E (13)determinants of the entire cationic cluster with the m A m A

hole in a p , p , p orbital being located at atoms Ax y z
C CˆkF uH uF l 5 E (14)or B (the spin is disregarded for the time being). The m A m A

ˆdiatomic fragment Hamiltonian H on this basisAB
C A C Dˆ ˆreads kF uH uF l 5 kF uH uF l 5 0 (15)m A m m A l
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1In the treatment of the spin-orbit coupling [35–37] orbitals were kept frozen. For Ar the virtual space2

adopted in this work only matrix elements consisted of 62 orbitals, and the remaining 18 virtual
A AˆkF uV uF l of Slater determinants with the hole orbitals were kept frozen.m SO n

being located at the same atom are considered; the The distance dependent eigenvalues E and Mul-1
ˆmatrix representation of V in the entire DIM basis, liken charges were interpolated from the sampledSO

Eq. (4), is block diagonal. In the basis of Slater points using a cubic spline algorithm. Each sampled
A A A A A Adeterminants F , F , F , F , F , F (i.e., eigenvalue was processed in the following wayh jxa ya za xb yb zb

the hole being located in the p a, p a etc. spinx y
A E (R) 5 E (R) 2 E (R → `) 1 E . (17)1j j,CI j,CI A ,exporbitals) a diagonal block matrix V is given (inSO

atomic units) by
E (R) and E (R → `) are the ab initio CI eigen-j,CI j,CI

˚values at distance R and at ‘infinite’ (20 A) distance,0 2 i 0 0 0 2 1
respectively, and E is the experimental ioniza-1i 0 0 0 0 i A ,exp

D tion energy of atom A. E is taken at the center1A 0 0 0 2 1 i 0A A ,exp]V 5 . (16)SO 3 0 0 2 1 0 i 0 of the multiplet. Since the experimental ionization
21 20 0 i 2 i 0 0 energies refer to the P component (Xe: 12.127 eV,3 / 2

1 2 i 0 0 0 0 Ar: 15.755 eV [43]), a value of D /3 has to be added.
Eq. (17) implies that the energies E of the neutralAD is the spin-orbit splitting constant of the isolatedA atoms in Eq. (14) is set to zero and that their1 1Xe (1.31 eV) or of the Ar (0.18 eV) cation [38].
subtraction in the matrix representation of Eq. (3)

D is assumed to be unaltered in the cluster and to beA becomes unnecessary. For E , Eq. (11), we take theABindependent of the interatomic distances.
Lennard–Jones pairwise term of the neutral cluster.The quantum chemistry calculations for the lowest

We used a third-order Gear predictor-corrector1 2 1 1 2 1state for Xe–Ar (1 S ) and Ar (1 S ) were2 u algorithm to integrate the classical equations ofcarried out at the CCSD(T) /VQZ* level, i.e., by
motion [44] with an integration time step of 1 fs. Theperforming coupled cluster calculations involving
equilibrium temperature (20 K) T 5 2 kE l /(3n 2kinsingly, doubly and triply excited configurations
6)k (kE l: time-averaged kinetic energy of theB kinwithout including the triply excited configurations
nuclei, k : Boltzmann constant) of the cluster in theBinto the iterations [39], and using the quadruple-z 1S electronic state was achieved by an iterative0basis set of Nicklass et al. [40]. The configurations
rescaling of the velocities. The sampling interval ofwere generated from the UHF (unrestricted Hartree– 1the phase space on the S hypersurface was 40 fs0Fock) MOs of the cations. The basis set uses
and of the energy gaps, V , V and V 16 fs. The21 31 41relativistic effective core potentials (ECP) to replace
signals were averaged over 500 trajectories.46 inner shell electrons of Xe and 10 of Ar. The

polarization functions consist of three sets of d
functions and one set of f functions per atom. The

13. Potential curves for XeAr, Xe*Ar, XeAr ,CCSD(T) calculations were carried out employing
1and Arthe GAUSSIAN94 program package [41]. Since the 2

GAUSSIAN94 code allows only for calculating the
1Fig. 1 shows the XeAr potential curves for the Slowest eigenstate, the excited states were obtained at 0

3and the P state. The equilibrium distances are 4.10the SDCI/VQZ* level (singly and doubly excited 1
1 3˚configuration interaction) using the GAMESS(US) pro- and 4.60 A for the S and for the P state,0 1

gram package [42]. The configurations were gener- respectively, reflecting the larger spatial extension of
ated from the RHF (restricted Hartree–Fock) MOs of the electronically excited Xe atom and thus the
the neutral XeAr and Ar . The reference configura- driving force of the bubble formation. In the XeAr2 54

tion consisted of seven doubly and one singly cluster the equilibrium distances for both electronic
˚occupied MO. For XeAr1 the virtual space was states shrink to 3.76 and 4.04 A, respectively.

1limited to 51 orbitals, and the uppermost 29 virtual The calculated potential curves of the XeAr
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2 1energy of 20.121 eV for the 1 S state (Table 2)1 / 2

is close to the lower limit of Ng et al. [45] and seems
to underestimate the experimental value of Ng et al.
[45] and Dehmer et al. [46]. There are two mecha-
nisms by which spin-orbit coupling lowers the
binding energy of the lowest cationic state. The first
one is that the chemical binding causes an increasing

2 2energy separation of the 1 S and the 1 P curves
with decreasing interatomic distance R. This effect
was reported by Wadt for homonuclear rare gas ions

1 1 2Rg [47]. Specifically, for XeAr the 1 P curve is2
2less attractive than the 1 S curve and the equilibrium

˚distance is located at larger R, so that at ¯3.0 A,
2where the potential curve of the 1 S state has its

2minimum, the 1 P curve is already repulsive and the
energy separation of the two curves assumes a value
of 0.5 eV. The S –P energy separation means that
the off-diagonal spin-orbit matrix elements can cause
only a smaller splitting around the minimum of the

21 S curve than for large R. Consequently, the spin-
orbit stabilization of the lower electronic state is

1
1 smaller in the molecular ion than in the isolated XeFig. 1. Xe–Ar diatomic potential curves for the S (Lennard–0

3 ion; the potential curve becomes more shallow andJones 6–12 potential) and for the P (exp-6 potential) state. For1

both potentials the dissociation limit is chosen as the origin of the the equilibrium distance is increased from 2.99 to
energy axis. ˚3.22 A. In the homonuclear case, the coupling of the

2 1 2 11 S ( S ) state is restricted by symmetry to theu
2 2cation without spin-orbit splitting are given in Fig. 2 P ( P ) state. The second effect, which in theu

2a. In Fig. 2b the spin-orbit splitting is incorporated present case is much smaller than the first one, is that
according to Eq. (16). The equilibrium distances and with decreasing R the hole is partly localized on the
binding energies are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Ar atom, experiencing the smaller spin-orbit cou-
Since the probe step involves only the lowest pling constant of the Ar atom. Consequently, the
electronic states, in which the hole is almost exclu- energy stabilization by spin-orbit coupling decreases
sively localized at the Xe atom, the choice of the with decreasing R.

1XeAr diatomic potential is crucial and we shall At the present stage of our computations two
therefore discuss it somewhat more detailed. The sources of errors of the calculated potential curves
lower three curves of Fig. 2b correspond to the seem possible. Despite the good agreement of the

1dissociation products Xe 1Ar, and therefore show SDCI and the CCSD(T) results for the equilibrium
1the spin-orbit splitting of the Xe ion at larger R, distances and binding energies for the lowest S state,

while the upper three curves exhibit the spin-orbit the SDCI calculations for the excited states might be
1splitting of the Ar ion. Despite of a strong mixing, less accurate. Therefore CCSD(T) calculations are

we have classified the electronic states by S and P desirable also for the excited states. The other and
according to the dominant character of their eigen- apparently more likely source of error is the sim-
vectors. Ng et al. [45] obtained a value of plified treatment of the spin-orbit coupling, keeping
20.1460.02 eV for the binding energy of the lowest the radial part of the spin-orbit coupling matrix

1electronic state of XeAr , Dehmer et al. obtained a elements independent of the interatomic distance
value of 20.17660.012 eV [46], whereas ex- [37].

1perimental interatomic equilibrium distances have The potential curves of the Ar ion without and2

not been yet determined. Our calculated binding with spin-orbit coupling are displayed in Fig. 3, the
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1 2 1Fig. 2. XeAr potential curves (a) without spin-orbit coupling. The 1 S curve was calculated at the CCSD(T), the other potential curves at
the SDCI level. The potential curves are shifted in energy according to Eq. (17) such that the dissociation limits coincide with the
experimental ionization energies of Xe and Ar (centers of the multiplets); (b) with spin-orbit coupling.

equilibrium distances and binding energies are listed 21.26960.017 eV [48] and with previous calcula-
2in Tables 1 and 2. For the lowest S , state we tions of Wadt [47].3 / 2u

obtained a binding energy of 21.21 eV, being in The positive atomic charge induces a dipole
good agreement with the experimental value of moment on the surrounding atoms. While the

Table 1
1 1Equilibrium distances and binding energies of the electronic states of the XeAr and Ar cations without spin-orbit coupling; the results2

were obtained at the SDCI/VQZ* computational level except for the lowest S state, for which the CCSD(T) results are given instead, and
the SDCJ values are included in brackets

1 1XeAr Ar2

˚ ˚State R (A) E (eV) State R (A) E (eV)e Bind e Bind

2 1 2 1
S 2.99 (3.00) 20.238 (20.224) S 2.42 (2.43) 21.27 (21.23)1 / 2 u

2 2
P 3.88 20.055 P 3.10 20.13g

2 2
P 3.85 20.098 P 4.11 20.026u

2 1 2 1
S 4.10 20.080 S 5.95 20.0042g
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Table 2 the contributions of point dipoles [33,49]. First test
1 1Equilibrium distances and binding energies of the XeAr and Ar2 calculations showed that the dipole–dipole interac-

cations including spin-orbit energies of the electronic states of
tions contribute to the total energy by ¯0.1 eV forcoupling

1XeAr .541 1XeAr Ar2

˚ ˚State R (A) E (eV) State R (A) E (eV)e Bind e Bind

2 1 2 1
S 3.22 20.121 S 2.42 21.211 / 2 1 / 2u

2 2
P 3.89 20.055 S 3.10 20.134 4. Pump-probe signals3 / 2 3 / 2g

2 2
P 3.57 20.086 P 4.11 20.0261 / 2 1 / 2g

2 2
P 3.85 20.098 P 5.24 20.00683 / 2 3 / 2u Fig. 4 shows a typical example of single-trajectory2 2
S 4.06 20.081 S 3.80 20.0611 / 2 1 / 2u 2 3 2 3

2 1 2 1 P 2 P and P 2 P energy gaps for the3 / 2 1 1 / 2 1S 3.94 20.091 S 4.78 20.0141 / 2 1 / 2g

XeAr cluster with the Xe atom in the central54

position. Each of the three energy gap functions
diatomic potential curves calculated by the quantum corresponds to a doubly degenerate state, the lower
chemistry methods contain the contribution of the two near-degenerate curves to J 5 3/2 and the upper
polarization to the total energy of the diatomic one to J 5 1/2, being separated by approximately the

1fragments implicitely, three-body ion–atom–atom spin-orbit coupling constant of Xe . The bubble
charge-induced dipole–dipole interactions are not formation causes an increase of the energy gaps of
included. These dipole–dipole interactions will be more than 0.5 eV within the first 100 fs after the
incorporated in a subsequent work by summing over pump excitation. The subsequent oscillations of the

1 2Fig. 3. Ar potential curves (a) without spin-orbit coupling. The 1 S curve was calculated at the CCSD(T), the other potential curves at the2

SDCI level. The potential curves are shifted in energy according to Eq. (17) such that the dissociation limits coincide with the experimental
ionization energy of Ar (center of the multiplet); (b) with spin-orbit coupling.
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Fig. 4. Energy gaps V , V , and V sampled along a single21 31 41

trajectory of XeAr (Xe in central position) at the initial54

temperature of 20 K. The lower two near degenerate energy gap
functions correspond to the J 5 3/2, the upper one to the J 5 1/2
component. Fig. 5. Simulated pump-probe signals of XeAr (Xe in central54

position) for probe energies of 2.7, 2.9 and 3.0 eV and an initial
temperature of 20 K.

energy gaps reflect the strong impact induced vi-
brations in the cluster.

Fig. 5 exhibits the simulated signals for probe for this dependence of the 1/e time and the satura-
energies of 2.7, 2.9 and 3.0 eV. According to Fig. 4 a tion time of the signal on the probe energy is that the
probe energy of 2.7 eV is sufficient to ionize the probe signal can experience the damped oscillations
cluster only during the initial bubble formation. of the energy gap for a longer time, when the probe
Consequently, at the probe energy of 2.7 eV the energy is chosen close to the center of the energy
lifetime of the signal of t ¯100 fs manifests the time gap oscillations, i.e., close to the long-time averageI

scale of the initial bubble formation. The value of value of the energy gap. Consequently, the decay of
t ¯100 fs is in accord with previous MD simula- the oscillatory signal for a single probe energy is notI

tions [7]. An oscillating signal can be observed, if an neccessarily equivalent to the IVR time. Instead,
energy gap alternately falls below and exceeds a only the maximum decay time observed over the
given probe energy E . This condition is satisfied for entire range of probe energies indicates the comple-pr

the signals at 2.9 and 3.0 eV. The main frequency tion of IVR, i.e., 5.0 ps and 8–10 ps may be assigned
21component of the vibrational coherence is 20 cm to the 1/e and to the time of completion of IVR. The

for both probe energies. The decay behavior of the maximal 1 /e lifetime and the completion time of
oscillations of the signal is probe energy dependent. IVR manifest the dynamic features of the ‘bubble’
The decay is non-exponential with 1 /e times of formation in the XeAr cluster. The completion54

t 52.4 ps and t 55.0 ps, and the times when the time obtained from the time-resolved data is in1 / e 1 / e

decay is complete are 6–8 and 8–10 ps for the probe accord with the time ¯10 ps for the ‘bubble’
energies of 2.9 and 3.0 eV, respectively. The reason reaching the equilibrium in the MD simulations [7].
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Unlike at E 5 2.9 eV, the signal at 3.0 eV exhibits a the fate of Rydberg states in rare gas heteroclusters.pr

notable ion current also for long delay times (t $ 10 Our predictions will hopefully provide impetus ford

ps), because the probe energy exceeds the long-time experimental work in this interesting field.
energy gap. At even higher probe energies 3.2–3.5
eV a constant ion current is obtained, which is
completely time and probe energy independent, Acknowledgements
because the probe energy always exceeds the oscil-
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advanced a NEEXPO approach for the exploration of References
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